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PhishProtect TM
Real-Time A.I Powered In-Browser Zero-Day Phishing Prevention

Phishing is the #1 One Attack Method
There is no cyber attack more prevalent and consistently effective than phishing.
Organizations deploy multiple layers of security technologies to prevent, detect,
and respond to cyber threats. But even with these controls in place, organizations
are still far more likely to be compromised via phishing than any other attack method.
Even with record investments in technology, talent and training the number of
breaches attributed to phishing attacks continues to grow, as the shift to the cloud
creates a massive opportunity for cybercriminals to target these websites.

A.I. Powered Zero-Day Phishing Protection
PhishProtectTM cyber-security platform closes this gap with three innovative technologies and capabilities needed to deliver real-time zero-day phishing prevention
across the broadest range of browsers and operating systems in today’s heterogeneous computing environment: Proactive Analysis, A.I and Computer Vision.
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Solution
Benefits
1

Real-Time Zero-Day Phishing
Prevention
Lightweight browser extension sends visual representation to PhishProtectTM cloud to be analyzed in
real-time and block phishing sites immediately.
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Discover insights into phishing
attacks on your organization
Get insights into the most targeted brands, domains and countries of the phishing attacks on
your organization and be ready for the next wave
of attack.
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Automated Analysis

High fidelity attack intelligence including attacks’
source, ip, geolocation and attacked brand.
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Heterogeneous Computing
Environment
PhishProtectTM browser extension supports any major browser - Chrome, Internet Explorer, Safari and
Firefox to address today’s heterogeneous computing environment in organizations.
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